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1.0 Introduction,Aims & Objectives
This Design and Access statement accompanies a full
planning application that seeks permission for the
regeneration
of the site situated on Sewell Street in Prescot for food and non-food retail use with associated car parking. It is
intended to illustrate the process that has led to the proposed development and demonstrate that the design is
appropriate and feasible for the site in its context.

The Design and Access Statement has been prepared in accordance with Section 3of the Department for
Communities and Local Government Circular 01/2006.Consideration has also been given to CABE guidance Design
and Access Statements ‘
How to write, read and use them}.
The design team commissioned to undertake the project comprises:
Planning
Architects
Urban Design
Transport
Heritage and Regeneration
Energy

Alyn Nicholls and Associates
Cassidy+Ashton
BSP Masterplanning
JMP Consulting
CA Planning
Hannan Associates

The Design and Access Statement should be read in conjunction with all other information submitted with the
planning application.
The proposal aims to achieve the following development and urban design objectives:
Development Objectives:
i

To contribute to the vision of Sewell Street corridor becoming a vital component in the revitalisation of the
town centre;

i

To create active frontages that encourages and support pedestrian movement between Cables Retail Park
and Market Place / Eccleston Street;

i

To enhance the Conservation Area;

i

To allow the future implementation of the proposedMersytram Line 2;and

i

To attract further investment to the area.

Urban Design Objectives:

Location map

i

To create sustainable patterns of development which exploit accessibility to public transport;

i

To encourage good design that will create places with distinctive character,pleasant to use and human in
scale & to make efficient use of available land;

i

To promote character by responding to and reinforc
ing locally distinctive patterns of development;

i

To promote the continuity of street frontages ;

i

To promote accessibility and local permeability by
creating routes that are attractive, safe and workeffectively
for all users;

i

To promote legibility through development that recognises important routes, gateways and landmarks;and

i

To help create an attractive public realm
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2.0 ASSESSMENT

Site and Surroundings

Background

The site is located immediately adjacent to the adopted boundary of Prescot Town Centre. It extends to
0.62Ha and
has sloping topography from north to the south. This feature influences the character of existing bui
ldings on the site
and the nature of the development proposals. The s
ite is also bisected by the boundary of the Prescot
Town Centre
Conservation Area.

The Brookhouse Group have been actively involved in
the regeneration of the South Prescot Action Area following
their acquisition of the former BICC cable works si
te in the late 1990}s. These activities have culminated in the
development of the Cables Retail Park,which features retailers such as Tesco,Next and Argos.
The application site has been the subject of three recent planning applications for mixed use development. In
summary,these applications are as follows: 1. 05/00870/FUL ‘
mixed use development comprising 1,020sqm of retail floor space (UseClasses A1 ‘
A5)
and 20 apartments. Planning permission granted in February 2006
2. 07/00829/FUL ‘
mixed use development comprising 1,501sqm of retail floorspace (UseClasses A1 ‘
A5)
and
43 apartments. Planning permission granted in July
2007.
3. 08/00864/FUL ‘
mixed use development comprising a community hall, offices, food and non-food retail
use
with associated car parking. Withdrawn without being determined.
The above schemes provide guidance in terms of appropriate land uses, building scale,massing and appearance.
Planning Policy Overview
Relevant planning policy is discussed in detail in the Report on Retail and Planning Issues ‘
July 2009 submitted with
the application.
Policy S5 of the Adopted Unitary Development Plan refers to Prescot Town Centre. The policy indicates that the town
centre is a suitable location for new retail development and for the development of town centre uses. It also refers to
land at Sewell Street which is identified as a Development Opportunity SiteR. The current proposal is
intended to
bring forward that Development OpportunityR.

The application site currently comprises a surface level car park in the southern part of the site. The car park area is
immediately adjoined by a former car sales area,occupied by W and E Motors. This element of the site
features two
small areas of open storage bisected by a private road (WoodStreet), previously used for the display for cars for sale
and a two storey office/car repair building.
To the north the application site is bounded by Prescot Community Church Hall, which features an ornate rendered
facade fronting onto Kemble Street with a modern extension adjoining to the west and simple plain brick built
elevations behind. An empty building plot adjoins the Church Hall to the west with palisade fencing enclosing it from
Kemble Street. Surrounding land uses comprise a mixof residential properties, tertiary commercial premises, and
larger scale retail activities.
Two properties, no.s 48 and 50 Kemble Street, situated on the junction of Sewell Street and Kemble Street are
outside the application site. They are generally of poor appearance and are not reflective of the character and
appearance of the surrounding Conservation Area in which they are located.
The Prescot Centre, an indoor shopping facility with associated car parking is also located to the nor
th. To the east
the site is adjoined by a mixed area of terraced residential properties and tertiary commercial premises, currently
used for car repair. Beyond this area further terraced housing is located.
To the south the application site is adjoined by the Tesco foodstore in the Cables Retail Park which is currently being
extended. The land beyond this unit accommodates further retail development. The area to the west of
the
application site is predominantly residential in character.
Urban Design Analysis
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Sustainability
The Government is committed to delivering sustainable development (PPS1)and encourages local planning
authorities to promote urban regeneration to improve the well being of communities,improve facilities, promote high
quality and safe development and create new opportunities for people living in those communities.
Historical Overview
Prescot is a historic market town which is believedto be Anglo-Saxon in origin. In 1333 the Lord of the Manor was
granted the right to hold a weekly market in the town.St Mary}s church (aGrade 1listed building) was rebuilt in 1610
and contains a number of items from earlier buildings including a 15th century vestry. The tower and spire were
added in the late 1720}s.
The town was home to a number of potteries in the 14th century. Prescot developed a reputation for fine pottery and
a survey conducted in 1592 details the existence of
seven kilns centred around the Eccleston Street area. Prescot
was also a major intersection on the Turnpike road system (1726)which split into two on Church Street
;one going to
St Helens via High Street and the other going to Warrington via Market Place and Kemble Street.
In the 18th Century there was a growth in the number of craft industries in Prescot most notably watchmaking. The
town had hundreds of small workshops where parts were made or watches assembled.The old Market Hall built in
1860}s was situated in the centre of Market Place on the site of the former Round House. In 1871 Prescot railway
station was constructed on the new branch line between Hyton and St Helens.
The BICC works was a major employer in the town from its foundation in 1891 until its closure in the 1980}s.The
Brookhouse Group acquired the former cable works si
te in the late 1990}s and have been actively involved in the
regeneration of the site with the development of Cables Retail Park and adjoining housing area which is currently
under construction.

One of the key processes involved in creating a successful development solution is a robust understanding of the site
and its surroundings. BSP Masterplanning was instructed by Brookhouse Group in May 2008 to prepare an urban
design analysis that would help inform the preparat
ion of detailed design proposals for the previous application (
No3
above)by the project architects Cassidy+Ashton.
Fig 1.Historical Plans
Fig 2.Conservation Area / Listed Buildings / Landscape
Fig 3.Scale and Urban Grain
Fig 4.Townscape ‘
Visual
Fig 5.Townscape ‘
Perceptual
Fig 6.Movement
Fig 7.Local Distinctiveness
The analysis reveals that the site contains a number of visual detractors and gaps in the built up frontage that have a
negative impact on the appearance of the conservation area. The three storey buildings and adjacent landscaping on
the corner of Kemble Street do little to enhance the appearance of the conservation area. There are no
assets worthy
of retention other than the fa9ade of Prescot community church.
It is noted that the site slopes down from Kemble Street towards Cables Retail Park which provides the
opportunity to
create vertical emphasis by stepping the proposed f
loor levels to align with the street which would be
similar in
character to the historic plot sub-division patternfound on Market Place.
The analysis also highlighted the historical importance of Market Place and confirms the appropriateness of
redeveloping the site for the intended uses to helprepair the urban fabric and enhance the appearance
of the
conservation area. It concluded that there is a genuine opportunity to create a high quality development that would
contribute the revitalisation of the wider area.
It is noted that the adjoining Tesco foodstore extension is currently under construction and therefore
should inform the
urban design strategy for the new proposals.
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Both locations have been examined in detail and discussed at length with potential retail tenants.The
location facing Sewell Street adjacent to the Cables Retail Park is considered to be the only feasible
location for a
food retail unit for the following reasons:

Eccleston Street is the main shopping street in the
town centre. The western end of Eccleston Street is particularly
weak primarily due to the absence of a ’magnet’to generate significant levels of footfall. There are also problems
with accessibility exacerbated by poor legibility and the lack of any significant passing trade.However Church
Road / Market Place is a very attractive and histor
ic area, well served by public transport, and as such is
considered the most suitable location in the town centre to encourage food,drink and leisure activities. There is
also the opportunity to attract a Farmers Market which could be accommodated in the public space adjacent St
Mary’s Church.
Ease and convenience of access is recognised as an essential component in promoting the vitality and v
iability of
town centres (PPS6Planning for Town Centres). While Government planning policy seeks to encourage the
use of
public transport,walking and cycling and reduce the reliance on the private car it is acknowledged that the quality,
quantity and type of car parking are important elements in measuring a centres vitality and viability.

i

Positioning the Food Retail Unit on Kemble Street would require level access from the existing Kemble
Street footpath,which is the highest point of the site. This would result in unsatisfactory access for visitors
to the store from a rear car parking area,(which would be approximately 3.7m below the Food Retail
Unit), due to the need to use lifts and/or travellators. This also presents particular difficulties for special
needs visitors.

i

The difference in floor levels also presented logistical issues for potential food retail tenants,and would
result in an unworkable design with multilevel storage and delivery areas.

i

The design for the store location on Kemble Street
resulted in the public access to the store from the rear
car park area being adjacent to the proposed lower level delivery bay. This would create serious confl
ict
between the two,and give rise to Health and Safety
concerns.

i

The need to introduce travellators and lifts for a
large number of shoppers resulted in a scheme that
was
not economically or logistically viable.

i

The positioning of the Food Retail unit at the Kemble Street end of the site would necessitate the need for
further development above it, in order to satisfy the requirements of the Urban Design Analysis for a two
to three storey development in this location. However,in order to operate effectively, a Food Retail tenant
requires a unit with little structural interruption, therefore the positioning of additional uses over
the Food
Retail usage became unfeasible, both from an economic and structural point of view. The positioning of
the Food Retail unit at the Cables Retail Park end of the site allows a lower rise development which is in
keeping with the scale of the surroundings.

i

The positioning of the food retail unit on Kemble Street was unacceptable to potential Food Retail
Operators as they require a high level of visibility along the Sewell Street corridor.

i

The level differences between Kemble Street and Sewell Street would result in the floor level of the
Food
Retail unit being 3-4m above pavement level on Sewell Street if set at the Kemble Street level. In this
situation, the Food Retail unit facade facing Sewel
l Street would present a blank and unactive elevation,
which would be unacceptable in Urban Design terms.In order to make it acceptable,it would need to be
"wrapped"in other uses,therefore losing the potential for direct visibility from Sewell Street for the Food
Retailer.

i

The positioning of the Food Retail unit as current
ly proposed allows a much simple servicing arrangement
to be achieved which is discrete from view, safer for pedestrians and adjacent to the existing Tesco store
on the neighbouring Retail Park.

Consideration should be given to options for increasing passing trade along the Sewell Street corridor
by:
i

Encouraging and supporting pedestrian flows betweenMarket Place / Eccleston Street and Cables Retail
Park;

i

Improving signage for car travellers to find town centre car parks and in particular Prescot Shopping
Centre;

i

Creating a fully accessible link between Sewell Street and High Street / Derby Road;and

i

Reviewing the quality, quantity and type of car parking required to support the town centre.

The Design Team have held numerous consultation meetings with Knowsley Council Planning,Highways and
Urban Design Officers in the preparation of design proposals for the site. The current proposals arise
from a
change in economic conditions,a shift in operator requirements and issues concerning the delivery of the
community hall, particularly in respect of qualification for grant assistance.
The current scheme is a development of the urban design strategy which underpinned the previous proposal but
amended to allow the scheme to come forward in the short term within the confines of a reduced application site.
The current proposals are complimentary to the wider urban design objectives for the opportunity site and do not
prevent its full regeneration over time.

There are two potential locations for a food retail
unit on the opportunity site:
1) Facing Kemble Street
2) Facing Sewell Street
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Fig 8.
Opportunity Plan

4.0 DESIGN
Good design is a key element in achieving sustainable development. High quality and inclusive design can help make
a place function well and add to the overall character and quality of the area.

Nodes are focal places such as the intersection of routes which can take the form of cross roads,roundabouts and
squares. Principle intersections can be reinforcedwith taller buildings and landscaped features to increase their
significance and aid legibility. Market Place is an
important node and gateway space which is in need of
enhancement.

Urban Design:

There is the opportunity in the future to create a greater sense of arrival by the design of a landmark building on the
Sewell Street / Kemble Street corner site

Urban design involves the design of buildings, groups of buildings, spaces and landscapes,and the establishment of
frameworks and processes that facilitate successful
places. The form of development on the site should
be informed
by an appraisal of the context and guided by acknowledged urban design principles.

Character

The DETR publication ’By Design’ provides the following definitions:

Development that responds sensitively to the site and its wider setting is more likely to create a sense of place. The
existing features of a place and its people contribute to its special character and sense of identity.
Positive features of
an area such as the existing urban grain, locally distinctive buildings and materials, landscape assets, views and
vistas should be taken into account in preparing design proposals.

Ease of movement
‘
A place that is easy to get to and move through.

Quality of Public Realm‘
A place with attractive and successful outdoor areas.

This is of particular importance because of the set
ting of St Mary}s Church being a grade 1listed bui
lding and the
sites relationship to the conservation area. However this does not mean that design proposals should mimic local
heritage buildings but rather form a creative response to the historic context.

Legibility ‘
A place that has a clear image and is easy to understand.

Adaptability

Character ‘
A place with its own identity.

Development that is adaptable to changing circumstances is more likely to prosper and thereby contribute to making
successful places.

Continuity & Enclosure
‘
A place where public and private spaces are clearly distinguished.

Adaptability ‘
A place that can change easily.
Diversity ‘
A place with variety and choice.

The design of some buildings should be adaptable to
a range of uses which may evolve as Sewell Street becomes
more prominent and footfall increases.
Diversity

Ease of Movement
A mix of retail uses will help make the area well-used and increase economic and social activity.
A well designed urban structure should have a network of connected spaces and routes for pedestrians, cyclists and
vehicles. New routes should connect to existing routes and movement patterns. Minimising walking distances to
public transport stops and local services reduces reliance on the car.

Use and Amount
The proposed regeneration scheme comprises the following uses:

There is the opportunity to encourage and support increased levels of pedestrian movement along Sewell
Street
improving connectivity between Cables Retail Park with Prescot town centre. The regeneration of the application site
will play a crucial role in achieve this by helpingcreate an attractive and safe pedestrian environment.
Continuity & Enclosure
The design aims to provide continuity of street frontages and the enclosure of space by development that clearly
defines private and public areas.
The locations of proposed buildings provide a continuous building line} along Sewell Street, create positive space and
provide active ground floor frontages.Small setbacks and projections are used to soften the impact of
buildings on
the public realm and create visual interest.
Quality of the Public Realm
The public realm is made up of the areas that are freely accessible to the general public and include streets, squares,
parks and other spaces.Public spaces should be attractive, safe and function as part of a network of pedestrian
routes.
There is the opportunity to improve the environmental quality of Sewell Street by careful and imaginat
ive design of the
wide pavement which is required to accommodate the future Merseytram proposals. The detailed design of the
streetspace should incorporate tree planting and seating,and take account of the need for the disabled, future
maintenance, resistance to vandalism and access to underground services.
Legibility
The ability for people to be able to find their wayaround and recognise routes can make a significant
contribution to
making a place feel safe.

i
i

1 No. Discount foodstore of 1338sqm gross (ClassA1)
4No.2Storey Units of 1116m2 Gross (ClassA1 - A5)

The justification for these uses is set out in the Report on Retail and Planning Issues ‘
July 2009 submitted with the
application.
The amount of development has been arrived at through the preparation of a proposals informed by user
requirements and consideration of the urban design analysis (refer to appendix for proposed design scheme
drawings).
Layout
The layout of the proposed development is designed to provide a continuous and active link between Cables Retail
Park to the south and the Town Centre to the north.
By positioning the car parking to the rear of the site it has allowed
the frontage of the site to be developed with active retail uses that will enhance the character and vitality of the
surrounding streets (refer to appendix for proposedlayout plans).
The layout of the scheme has been restricted by the
need to retain sufficient space for the possible later integration of
the Merseytram route. Therefore it is proposed to create a well designed, hard landscaped walkway in this location.
Through a carefully detailed design this walkway wi
ll provide a well used link between the town centre
and the Retail
Park.
The layout of the development is also affected significantly by the relatively steep change of level that exists along
Sewell Street. One of the criticisms of the schemes
previously approved on this site was the fact that
the proposed
units closest to the Kemble Street/ Sewell Street junction did not step down sufficiently quickly, and
therefore a
somewhat blank fa9ade resulted to the southern end of the northern Sewell Street blocks.
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This issues has been addressed on the current proposals by making the individual units smaller,therefore allowing a
stepping downR of the floor levels along Sewell Street. This results in a fa9ade with a number of access points for the
public, and provides an active frontage to what is envisaged to be a lively and busy public walkway.
The positioning of the servicing area for the Food Retail unit is located so as to be next to the existing service areas
on the adjacent Retail Park site. Visually this area is well screened from the surrounding public realm.The position of
the vehicular access point into the site is in a similar location to those indicated on the previously
approved schemes.

Access
The aim is to create an inclusive environment that can be easily used by as many people as possible including
disabled people without undue effort, special treatment or separation,providing freedom of choice andthe opportunity
to participate equally in all activities.
The main sources of reference used to inform the design proposals for the site and to guide future des
ign decisions
are:

Scale
An analysis of the surrounding area illustrates that buildings range from two to four storeys in height as shown on Fig
3. The height of the proposed buildings is general
ly two storeys which will compliment the scale of existing historic
fabric with a modest increase in height on the corner of Unit 1 to provide a focal point to provide interest and aid
legibility.
The visual width of the proposed units reduce from north to south reflecting the transition from the f
iner urban grain of
the historic core to the large floorplates prevalent in the retail park.

i

Planning and Access for Disabled People: A Good Practice Guide.

i

BS 8300 Design of buildings and their approaches to meet the needs of disabled people ‘
Code of Pract
ice.

i

Building Regulations Approved Document M (2004).

i

Disability Discrimination Act ‘
Codes of Practice.

i

KBMC adopted UDP Policy T10: Access for the Less Mobile

Appearance
The implementation of a broadly continuous buildingline will provide a strong sense of continuity and
enclosure to
Sewell Street. The design strategy is to create a v
isual transition from the historic core to the retail park that respects
and responds to the surrounding context. The proposed smaller unit within the conservation area near Kemble Street
provide a vertical emphasis reflecting historic plot sub-divisions which then expand to provide wider units to the south
more in keeping with the scale of the Retail Park and proposed uses.
This vertical sub-division provides the opportunity
to create a more complex architectural compositionto the south
with proportions, materials and detailing reflecting local distinctiveness (Fig 7). The corner unit 1is intended to reflect
and interpret the design of the Primary Care Resource Centre on the corner of Sewell Street and Manchester Road.
The proposed foodstore unit adopts a contemporary style more in keeping with the retail park but broken down in
scale by the use of contrasting panels of material.
The proposed roof forms to the southern end of Sewell Street adopt a traditional pitched arrangement with gable,
eaves and parapet details intended to blend with historic buildings in the area. A more contemporary f
loating flat roof
and loggia arrangements are proposed for the foodstore and unit 1.
Materials have been selected to compliment the surroundings and provide variety. They include facing brick, painted
render, slate roofs and cast stone.
Upper storey window openings within the smaller uni
ts provide vertical emphasis over shopfronts that step up the
street toward the town centre.Window openings in the proposed foodstore are square in proportion but have
continuity in the treatment of the surrounds.

Inclusive Access
The development proposal for the site are founded on the creation of a high quality pedestrian environment that will
allow people with reduced mobility, for whatever reason,to be able to enjoy all the available facilit
ies.
All entrances to buildings will be level, highly visible and conveniently located. Cycle parking will be provided close to
main entrance to the proposed foodstore.

Vehicular access and parking
Vehicular access to the site is through a new access point off Sewell Street. This access point is in a similar location
to those previously approved under previous applications for the site. The creation of the wide hard landscaped
boulevard along Sewell Street also ensures that there are excellent vision splays for vehicles egressing the site.
At present there are a number of vehicular access points into the site, including those onto Wood Street, the W&E
Motors site and the existing car park. It is proposed that these are all consolidated into one safe access point which
minimises conflict with pedestrians.
Customer and staff car parking is provided at surface level to the rear of the site. Disabled Persons spaces are
provided close to the entrance to the foodstore.
Emergency Access

Overall, the effect is to provide a group of buildings that create a sense of place and makes a positive response to the
architectural diversity of the surroundings. The proposal will also reinforce the link between the Town Centre and
Cables Retail Park.

Access for emergency vehicles will be provided fromSewell Street
Service Access

Landscaping
Along Sewell Street, the required widening of the walkway between the north and south ends of the site, due to the
possible future tram provision, provides the opportunity for the formation of a well designed landscaped boulevard
link. This will be complimented by the proposed bui
ldings which are appropriately scaled with active frontages that will
help create a lively, safe and attractive pedestrian route.
While the detailed design of the public realm is st
ill to take place, it is envisaged that the design team would work with
the local authority Planning Officers and Urban Des
igners in order to ensure that proposals provide a coherent and
legible link to the town centre,remove unnecessary
obstacles, and generally ease pedestrian movement,
particularly
for users with disabilities.
The arrangement of buildings aims to reduce the visual impact of car parking on the public realm by keeping the main
body of the parking area concealed from open view. Within the site, landscaping will be used to soften the
appearance of the rear of the adjoining church hall
.
This will be complimented by well designed pavingto pedestrian
walkways and clearly marked crossing points.

Service access to the Food Retail unit is through a
dedicated delivery point at the south eastern corner of the site.
The remaining units on the site will be serviced through on street deliveries as agreed with Knowsley Council
Highways Department.
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5.0 APPENDIX
Scheme Drawings ‘
All drawings issued under separate cover

6451-P136 rev L-X
6451-P137 rev G-X
6451-P138 rev C-X
6451-P139 rev B-X
6451-P140 rev A-X
6451-P141

Ground Floor Plan
First Floor Plan
Elevations 1
Elevations 2
Elevations 3
Site Location Plan
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